One University, Many Objects: Using Artifacts to Tell Our Story
Postcards (Collection of Mark Zaid)
December 10, 1934

Dear Bette,

I wish this time to be a letter and it hasn’t been easy to find any new corners of our campus here is where we’d like to spend our spare time. College has been grand so far but Schall be glad to be home at Christmas.

Please give my best regards to Dorothy.

Affectionately,

"Liz"

POST CARD

Mr. Richard A. Schnabel
115-25-84 Avenue
Richmond Hill
Long Island
New York
University Charter details
(University Archives Collection)
Bill for creation and binding of University Charter
(University Archives Collection)
Rush Rhees’ walking stick/umbrella
(University Archives Collection)
Alumnus/librarian Robert Metzdorf on the left playing the chimes keyboard. Alumnus and carillonneur David Caldwell playing the carillon batons on the right. (University Archives Collection)
Rochester's Great Opportunity

A great medical school and teaching hospital have been given to the University of Rochester. They are being erected from the interest on the $9,000,000 given by the General Education Board and George Eastman, and the $1,000,000 given by Helen Strong Carter and Gertrude Strong Acheson, daughters of the late Henry A. Strong. The principal source is the maintenance of school and hospital for all time and provides the means for the most intensive medical research work. Think what this will mean in the prevention and treatment of disease!

The new Municipal Hospital, being built by
the City of Rochester, will have the benefit of the diagnostic, laboratory and other facilities of the medical school. Think what this will mean to the sick!

The Dawn of Greater Possibilities

These gifts, together with the adequately endowed Dental Dispensary and the Eastman School of Music, open up great possibilities for the development of a great university—a university that will make Rochester an outstanding scientific, educational, art and musical center. Think what this will mean to us as citizens and property owners in the increased fame, importance, and prosperity that would be Rochester's!

But the University can become great only if the College of Arts and Science—its fundamental

The Mystic Oracle

Answers Questions

A Greater University

For A Greater Rochester

DIRECTIONS

Turn the disc until the question you want answered is directly under the pointer. Then close the folder, and the hand will find the answer.
(Collection of Mark Zaid)
(Collection of Mark Zaid)
Facsimile bronze door knob
(Collection of Mark Zaid)
University of Rochester Associates Life Membership
presented to
Mr. and Mrs. Sherwood W. Smith
with deep appreciation for
your steadfast support
Decorative bronze door knob, from Rush Rhees Library (University Archives Collection)
Decorative bronze door pulls
(University Archives Collection)
Meliora car grille/bumper badge
(University Archives Collection)
Postcard with pennant patch   (University Archives Collection)

If in this color you believe,
Then put this emblem on your sleeve
Plate showing ESM Grand Staircase in red (University Archives Collection)